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Profile
I am a freelance interaction/user experience
designer with over eight years experience in
designing for finance, e-commerce, government,
healthcare and social networks. I’ve worked inhouse, at agencies and with start-ups.
Most recently I worked as a lead user experience designer
at Zopa, a peer-to-peer lending company, where I was
responsible for integrating three new products and an ISA
offering.
I enjoy being part of a multidisciplinary team, working
closely with colleagues and stakeholders to understand and
define challenges and explore, test and build the best
solutions that meet user and business goals using a broad
set of user-centred design techniques.
I’m actively involved in Britain’s UX community. I spoke at UX
Brighton, ran a workshop on mobile form design at
MobileUX 2015 and organise the Design History Reading
Club.
I hold MA degrees from Goldsmiths, University of London,
and from HKU, School of the Arts Utrecht.
I’m passionate about stretching the boundaries of interaction
design by expanding its future and exploring its past.

Experience
I have worked for

For clients such as

Case studies
Zopa
Redesigning borrower application
process
Employment Tribunals
Redesigning application process
Oﬃce of the Public Guardian
Shaping the foundations of a
design project
Other projects
Usability testing, wireframes, a
presentation and more

Zopa
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Redesign of borrower application form
Context

What I did

Zopa is the UK’s oldest and largest
peer-to-peer lender. To increase their
business they aimed to overhaul the
way people get quotes and apply for
loans.

•

Conducted explorative research

•

Created personas and user journeys
based on research

•

Worked closely with technical,
business and legal stakeholders to
understand the constraints of the
project

•

Created information architecture and
application flow

•

Created, tested and iterated html/css
prototypes

•

Organised, planned and lead series
of usability tests

•

Collaborated with technical, business
and legal stakeholders

Goals
Making it faster and simpler to receive a
quote and apply for a loan.
Challenges
The system needed to work with several
third party data suppliers, within strict
government legislation and on top of a
legacy system.
Outcome
Reduced the amount of steps and fields
involved and increased conversion.

Zopa
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Planning
Planning
I approached planning as a design
problem. I talked to people to
understand the constraints, sketched a
solution, tried it out and kept on iterating
on it. In the bi-weekly showcase I
presented a UX update to the whole
company, explaining what we were
doing, for whom, and how we knew that
we were on the right track.

Designed a high
level plan

What?
Flow

UI
sketches

Web
prototypes

Web
prototypes

Real
deal

Zopa’s
data

Customer
interviews

Personas

Customer
surveys

Outsourced
testing

In person
testing

Outsourced
testing

Direct
testing

For who?
Existing
knowledge

Is it right?
Internal
reviews
Delivered bi-weekly
updates to the
company staﬀ

The workflow beast, an
often heard comment

Zopa
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Shows only one ‘quote’ at the time

Research

Green line is a nice, simple confirmation
that you have filled in the field

Combining approaches
I combined a range of methods to
understand the users, potential users
and the competitive landscape. I
created a competitor analyses. We used
WhatUsersDo to test the usability of
alternative design concepts. We
interviewed existing users about their
journey and their financial background
and we recruited potential users for a
usability test of our new design solution.

Giving an insight in how APR changes
when you borrow longer or shorter.
Also gives you examples of other
amounts

There’s only one item on the whole
page that is standing out, the red apply
now button

Reviewing competitor’s
application processes

Analysing user
interviews

Nice simple validation, when you’ve
completed a field
Check if our d/o/b also works like this

Zopa
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Personas
From assumptions to understanding
To better understand Zopa’s users I
started with a workshop where we
sketched a set of ‘lean’ personas. I
followed this up with the customer
service team to get an even better
understanding. We then used these
insights to create research questions
and to frame the recruitment. After
speaking to a selection of users, we
created two personas which
synthesised the different ways of
thinking about and dealing with
finances.

Creating lean personas
during a workshop
Reviewing lean personas
with customer service team

Roger Warrington
Roger (47) is a manager at a family owned
goods company in the Midlands, he earns
£44K. After his youngest son moved out last
year they sold the family home and recently
bought a terraced house where he lives
together with his wife Petra.
They have some more time available these days
and like to take long holidays. Last time however, it
was more expensive than he expected and they
ran up some credit card debt.
At the end of the summer he expects his bonuses
that he often uses to pay off the debts he runs up
during the year.
Goals
To get a loan to consolidated his credit card debts,
and perhaps some extra money for a new trip
through South America, that would be amazing.
He ran up credit card debt during travelling and
was using new credit cards to pay of the older
ones just “it just wasn’t that handy”. The fees are
hefty and the payback times pretty short. Instead
of dealing with multiple cards, a loan made more
sense. With the new loan he can focus paying
back just one loan with predictable payments.
Attitude
For Roger it’s about maintaining a lifestyle that he
feels his salary deserves, be it one that he can’t
always afford. He uses Zopa more like an
overdraft, he likes having the cash and uses it for
things that would just take too long to save for.

Using the understanding
gained from interviewing
users to create research
based personas

On the other hand, credit just doesn’t sit well with
him: “mum and dad taught me it’s bad to owe
people money, it’s just really the way I’ve been
brought up”. He considers himself lucky, because
he’s always been employed he never got in debt
related trouble. Even so, he’s a bit worried and tries
to pay off his loan as quick as he can by paying in
large lump sums: “last time I paid back a five year
loan in two years, I felt really good about myself”.

Anne Beaumont

There’s also an opportunistic side to Roger and
sometimes a loan is just too good to miss: “I’ve got
“I know a good deal when I see one”
a good credit rating and the interest rates are low
at the moment, so we thought we might as well use
Attitude
(39)
is a personal
to a busy VP,
someone else’sAnne
money
instead
of ours – assistant
which
- 47, married, children moved
- Owns a Samsung S5
For Anne it’s important
to focus on doing the right
wasn’t there anyway”.
she earns 34k per year. She is married toout
- Applied using his tablet
thing. They’ve been with most of their service
- Owns his house
Andreas who also has a full-time job. They
providers for years and remain loyal to them: “my
Decision variables
have two kids (7 and 12 y/o). They own a semiwhole ethic is that it’s key to have a relationship
Remaining flexible
and a feeling
of control done
are paying off the
detached
house (halfway
with your provider”. However this loyalty comes
important to Roger.
With
early
repayment
he
feels
mortgage) in a village near Bristol. They
with expectations, they want their provider to treat
more in controlmanage
than withto“just
getting
a loan
off
Opportunities
save
up, but
for large
lump sums,
them as individuals and show they appreciate their
someone for four
years
and
nocar
flexibility”.
such
as a
new
or home improvements,
custom. From a loan provider they expect
they need a little help. She wishes she could
Upgraded pay
off early calculator
predictability,
fairness and great service.
To pay off his credit
he searched
save card
more,debts
but almost
everyfor
year there’sThe great thing about doing it all online is that it shows
loans online and a comparison site showed that
him how much he has paid off and that paying off more
something that demands money.
Because they’ve been borrowing for so long, they
Zopa was the best ...it had the lowest rate. “it said I
will make the interest go down. “I felt more in control of it”.
see their payments as something that ticks away in
had a lower chance for Zopa, but I tried anyway”.
Goal
the background.
Simple loan ‘top up’
They buy a car roughly every 7 years to replace
In the future he might compare other options, but
Hethey
has no concrete plans to take out a new loan, but he
their existing car. To get a good trade in deal
They aim to keep their car and house well
the easy way to pay off early and the good rate
imagines that if he needs money fast, he would probably
had to sell their previous car quickly. The dealer
maintained and take pride in everything looking
made for a great experience. That the process
getifa loan again.
was willing to give them a great deal, but only
and working great.
wasn’t too complicated and without filling in loads
they paid the lump sum within a week.
of forms was another important factor.
Decision variables
Zopa trigger
When she took out the loan she looked at monthly
For years they got their car loan from Lloyds, who
payments. She didn’t want them to be too high: “in
also provides their mortgage and with whom
case something happens”. So she opted for a 5
they’ve been banking with for 25 years. But last
year term, which made the payments just over
time when they went to Lloyds for their home
£130 p/m.
improvement loan, something went wrong during
the the application process and they had to do all
She knows that people often overestimate their
the paperwork twice. When the rate she got also
available spendable income: “only 40 pounds
turned out to be unimpressive she decided next
here, only 30 pounds there, but it all adds up”.
time she would go somewhere else.
She watches Martin Lewis on tv and subscribes to
his newsletter, she has heard about Zopa and
remembered Martin’s positive recommendation.
When it was time for a new loan she decided to go
to his comparison site and when she saw Zopa
also had the best rate, she decided to apply.

A friend recently paid off their Zopa home
improvement loan and had only good things to
say, so she feels comfortable in judging Zopa as a
good provider.

“We needed to top up our savings”
- 39,

married, two children
with mortgage

- House

- Two

tablets at home
at work

- Applied

Opportunities
Reward loyalty
Reward her for being a loyal Zopa customer and never
missing a payment. When she got a quote to see if she
should top up her loan she was surprised: “it was weird
that we got a worse quote, I expected that never
missing a payment would give us a better rate instead.”
Joint loans
She and her husband often apply for quotes separately
to see who will get the best rate. It would be great if
there would be a loan provider where they could make
a joint application.

Zopa
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Concept maps
Making sense of data
I created several maps to make sense
of the different answers we got from the
users we interviewed. Each map
explores different ways of grouping and
comparing users and their ways of
thinking about the world. In the end we
settled on two axes: how they thought
about their loan (to give them more
freedom or to help them plan) and the
amount of money they had available for
paying back the loan.

Clustering users’
comments

Finding good axes to plot
our interviewees on

Exploring how people gain
understanding and trust

The workflow beast, an
often heard comment
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Information
architecture
Mapping the system
Before designing the interface, it is
important to understand the inner
workings of the system. With the help of
technical and customer service
stakeholders, I created several
iterations of a system map. The map
took into account the third party data
requests as well as the interactions
customer service employees have.

Clustering user’s
comments

Early sketches exploring
ways to map the system

New borrowers sign up flow
Get a quote
Loan channels
(More than one)

Loan quote landing

Apply for loan quote

Existing borrower?

(possibly more than one)

AUW

Not accepted

Credit soft search

Credit check

Present quote

Apply for loan

Quote presented

Apply for loan flow

Bank account match

Ask for bank statement

TAC income check

Present quote
(yes borrower)

Yes

Unclear

Collect minimum info
(yes borrower)

Thank you for your loan
application

Manual UW
Underwriting
admin

Congrats, you've got
your loan
(yes borrower)

Yes

Present quote
(maybe borrower)
Ask for payslip next

Ask for bank statement
(maybe borrower)

No

We'll get back to you
(if your bank statement is
ok, everything is ok)

UW looks at application
(maybe borrower)
Check bank statement

Yes
Present no

Collect minimum info
(maybe borrower +
payslip)

Yes

Ask for bank statement
or payslip
(maybe borrower)

We'll get back to you
(if your bank statement/
payslip is ok, everything
is ok)

UW looks at application
(maybe borrower)
Check bank statement or
payslip

Ask for bank statement
and payslip
(maybe borrower)

We'll get back to you
(if your payslip and bank
statement are ok,
everything is ok)

UW looks at application
(maybe borrower)
Check bank statement
Check payslip

We'll get back to you
(and if everything checks
out you might be ok)

UW looks at application
(maybe borrower)
Checks everything

Yes
Present no

No

No

No

Channel pages
- Loans
- Loans

Loan selector
- amount
- duration

Collect minimum
info

No

Present no

Yes, but
additional
information
needed

Yes
Computer
doesn't know
Existing user

Ask for all info
- follows current sign
up questions (address
for last 3 years,
employers address,
etc)
(to be refined)

Computer
doesn't know

Brokers
Looks like you are
an existing borrower

Final system map
Comparison website

Loan accepted

The workflow beast, an
often heard comment

Loan dashboard

This is dashboard
(yes borrower)

Zopa
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Building prototypes
Sketching options
Based on our user research, the
competitor reviews and the user needs
we identified, I sketched a range of user
flows. After a workshop with technical
and customer support stakeholders, we
decided to take two routes forward to
prototype in html.

Exploring diﬀerent
options and routes

Close up of one of the
sketches

I explored more complex parts
of the interface in more detail

Zopa
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Prototypes and
usability testing
Making and testing
We used the internal pattern library plus
an app called Mixture to rapidly create
new html based prototypes. We then
tested these apps regularly using the
unmoderated usability testing service
WhatUsersDo. Once we were confident
that our solution was an improvement,
we built it on top of the existing
infrastructure. We used a recruitment
agency to find potential users and I
organised and lead the usability tests. I
organised and prioritised all the
usability solutions that came out of
these tests, and provided answers to
the developers working on the releases.

I organised and prioritised
the usability testing results

We built several
iterations of the form

Try prototype

Which has lead to the
current version

Visit form

Employment Tribunals
Redesign of existing form
Context

What I did

The Employment Tribunal is the
governmental organisation that deals
with upholding employment law. They
were chosen by GDS to be part of the
25 exemplar services that form the best
practice for digital government.

•

Analysed research and prioritised
improvement

•

Interviewed stakeholders and created
a service map

•

Lead design workshop to create page
structure

•

Created information architecture and
application flow

•

Created and iterated interactive
prototypes (mainly in Axure)

Challenges

•

Created mobile designs

Two very different user groups:
professional representatives and people
with little internet experience.
Several legacy software platforms and
partner services to integrate with.

•

Collaborated with researchers, copy
writers, developers and stakeholders

Goals
Making it easier for everyone to apply.
Encouraging people to apply online
instead of by paper form.

Outcome
Increased the preference for digital
submission by 35% to over 77%

1/7

Employment Tribunals
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User research
Analysing results
Together with a user researcher I
worked on a set of ten user tests and
user interviews. We clustered the quotes
and observations in about 15 problem
clusters and 5 problem groups. This
gave us a clear picture of the users and
the biggest challenges they faced when
applying.
Clustering user’s
comments

The workflow beast, an
often heard comment

Employment Tribunals
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Service map
Creating a map of the service
I ran a workshop and held follow-up
conversations with stakeholders to create
an end-to-end service map of the
Employment Tribunal application
experience.
Outcome of the
workshop

Claimant fills in ET1
on paper (30%)

CPF staff receives ET1
paper form and payment
or remission application

Service Map

CPF staff enters
paper form in Jadu

Employment Tribunal

Conflict

ACAS

Version 03
11/11/2014

Created by MOJ Digital Services
Creator: Sjors Timmer
For further information contact sjors.timmer@digital.justice.gov.uk

Claimant
application

Central Processing Facility (CPF)

ET - Local Office

Application, fee and remission processing

ET3

ET - Local Office

ACAS II

ET - Local Office

Hearing Tribunal
+ Decision

Outcome

ET1
CPF staff can reject
paper application and
send it back to
claimant

CPF
Respondent goes
to ACAS

CPF staff receives ET1
paper form and payment
or remission application

Claimant fills in ET1
on paper (30%)

CPF staff enters
paper form in Jadu

CPF staff validates
payments
Pay by cheque:
CPF staff scan cheque
and raise bank giro
credit = “paid”

RES

Claimant fills in ET1
online (70%)

Claimant pays
online

Claimant is exempt
from ACAS

ET1
Claimant calls
PEL (Public
Enquiry Line)

If Barclay payment
fails, CPF staff
contacts user

CL

RES

PEL

ACAS

Barclay
Pay

CL

ACAS

PRP

CL

Jadu

CPF staff
examines
evidence

Claimant applies
for remission

Remission

ETHOS

Claimant goes
directly to ACAS

CL

ACAS

ACAS

CPF staff
requests More
evidence from
claimant

ACAS provides
claimant with ACAS
early conciliation
certificate

ET office update
Jadu database
updated accordingly

CL

If Barclay payment
down, ET1 goes
directly into Ethos

Claimant
provides more
evidence

ETO

Time frame

RES
Drop off

ET3 is send to ACAS
and claimant

Judge compares ET1
and ET3

ET staff informs
claimant of hearing
fee

ET staff checks if
hearing fee has been
paid

Hearing takes place.
Decision issued

ETHOS

JD

RES

ETO

ACAS

CL

Claimant pays hearing
fee by card (online) . by
post (cheque/cash) or by
BGC (local office)

ETHOS is updated

Parties execute
outcome

JD

ETO
CL

CL

RES

RES

Remission application
rejected

Respondent
completes ET3 on
paper

Only judges can
reject cases in this
stage

If remission
application has been
(partly) rejected
difference has to be
paid

Party provides extra
evidence and pays
Reconsideration fee

ETO
Judge rejects case,
claimant notified

ET staff updates that
an ET3 has been
received and updates
Ethos

Either party can apply for a
reconsideration of the judgment (if
there is new evidence)
Either party can make an application
to appeal at the EAT (if believed the
there was a misapplication of law)

CL

ETO
Claimant
provides more
details

Within the
Employment Tribunal

ACAS

ACAS
CL

Claimant is exempt
from ACAS

ET3

Judge request more
details from
claimant

ACAS spike

If Early Conciliation
fails, ACAS continues
to conciliate through
the process

RES

ACAS organises
settlement
conversation

Case rejected

Successful
settlement (17%)

ACAS

ET3

JD
Remission granted in
part

ET office update
ETHOS

ACAS organises
settlement
conversation

If open case ET staff
informs parties of
hearing date

Respondent
completes ET3
online

Remission granted in
full

CPF

CPF

RES

ACAS

ACAS

Rule 21
No response or
Respondent accepts
liability

Service of Claim.
Respondent is notified
and receives ET1

ETHOS

Judge reviews small account
of cases when the local office
staff identify a potential issue
with the claim or missing
information

CPF staff
accepts
evidence

Failed settlement.

ACAS speaks to
respondent

Case accepted

ETO
If Barclay payment
down, ET1 goes
directly into Ethos

Remission

Claimant applies
for remission

ACAS speaks to
respondent

WPB

Barclay
Pay

ET1
online

Vetting by ET staff,
99% of claims
accepted directly

Submissions are
digital and payment
status is known

If Barclay payment
fails, CPF staff
contacts user

Claimant is exempt
from ACAS

NPA

Claimant goes to
professional
representative
(such as solicitor)

Claimant goes to
workplace body
(such as a Trade
Union)

ET1
online

Claimant pays
online

Claimant fills in ET1
online (70%)

Claimant goes to
non-profit advisor
(such as Citizens
Advise Bureau)

CL

Pay by bank:
CPF staff check
bank/giro log if payment
was made

CPF

CPF

Conflict

RES

If its a short or standard case
Claimant and Respondent receive
hearing date
If its a open case Claimant and
Respondent receive case mgmt
hearing date

Jadu

Time frame:
4- 6 weeks

Payment time frame:
Online: 30 minutes
Cheque: 1 day

Drop off:
20%

Remission time frame:
Assessment: 1-5 days
If not accepted at once
First appeal: 14 days
Max two appeals: 39 days
Max processing: + 10 days
Time to pay once rejected: 7 days

Max: 51 days

Service of the claim time frame:
1-5 days
Cheque: 1 day

Rejections:
Less than 1%

If there’s no
settlement ACAS
remains involved

RES

EAT (Employment
Appeals Tribunal)

Successful
settlement

Time to respond:
28 days
+ extension if granted

Time to consider:
1-2 days

Time to pay:
Type A claim: 21 days
Type B claim: 28 days
*Remission

Based on what will
they get an extension

Drop off:
20%

CL

Time to hearing:
1 hour - 200 days

Time to apply to EAT:
42 days

Time to get judgement:
25 days

Time to apply for reconsideration:
14 days

Claimant can make
Civil claim if
respondent doesn’t
pay

Strike-outs:
0.5%

ACAS provides
claimant with ACAS
early conciliation
certificate

Key - players

Failed settlement.

CPF

ACAS

Respondent

ETO

ET focus area

ACAS

RES
Central Processing
Facility

Key actions:

Key - processes, systems, artefacts

Claimant

CL

Local Employment
Tribunal Office

Process line

Judge
Name

JG

Paper document

Web interface

Database software

ETHOS

PEL

Public Enquiry
Line

NPA

Professional
representative

PRP

Claimant

Respondent

ET staff

Judge

Status

CPF

Potential process line

Professional
representative

Workplace body

WPB

Many iterations later, a clear
picture of the whole system
(zoom in for details)

Employment Tribunals
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Design
Workshop + sketching
I organised a workshop where we grouped
the existing paper form into groups that
made sense based on our research
findings. Furthermore I explored interaction
options through sketching.

Exploring various
options

Exploring diﬀerent
options by cutting up
the paper form
Exploring high level
page flows

Employment Tribunals
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Design
Flow and prototyping
Based on the initial sketches I created a
digital prototype. I used this prototype to
work together with user researchers, copy
writers and developers to gain user
feedback, explore new options and iterate
quickly on various challenges.

Fee calculator
Possible outcome

Single claim fee
One or multiple
claims

Intent to submit
remission
1. Overview
Of Fees And
Remissions

No

No

2. Claim
Type

Number of
claimants?

Multiple claim fee
No

Various screens of the
prototype

Calculate fee
Remission application

Yes

Yes

Lower fee

More
than 10
Group fee, No
remission impact

Increase fee

Increase fee

1. Your details

2. Representative

Do you have a
disability?

Add an additional
claimant?

Yes

Try prototype

Do you have a
representative

No

No

Your
Details

No

Yes
More than 10?

Yes
How can we help
you?

Add amount of fields

Representative

Multiple
Claimant CVS upload

3. Employer details

4. Employment details

Add an additional
respondent?

Where you
employed by the
employer

No

Employer
Details

Yes

Yes

What is your
current situation?

Employment
details

Employment
Details

No

I'm still employed

I'm in a notice
period

When will this end?

My employment
has ended
Did you work/get
paid for notice
period?
Yes

Have you found
another job?
No

Yes
No
New job details

5. Your claim

Do you want to
participate in
diversity questionary
Type And
Details Of
Claim

Claim details

No

Claim
outcome
Yes

Flow outlining the diﬀerent
paths users can take
6. Diversity questionaire/review/pay/confirmation

Employment Tribunals
Design
Responsive design
I created a set of visual designs to
communicate how the site should behave
on smaller screens.

Detailed designs to show
how the small screen
should look

6/7
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Outcome
Build, live and iteration
The prototypes were measured through
weekly usability testing. At the end the
participants were asked ‘how much do you
agree with the following statements?’.
Although we had to make some tough
trade-offs due to technical and time
constraints, we succeeded in raising all the
scores significantly.

Before

After

Contains all I need*

42%

60%

Preferred over paper

42%

77%

* We kept the same amount of features but
improved their location

Before

After

Visit application

Oﬃce of the Public Guardian
Discovery phase of new product
Context

What I did

The Office of the Public Guardian (OPG)
protects people who do not have the
mental capacity to make (mainly
financial) decisions for themselves.

•

Analysed research and prioritised
improvements

•

Created an experience map to
highlight user pain points

•

Co-created a set of personas to
communicate research findings and
to focus the organisation

•

Made high-level flows and wireframes
to explore possible new application

Together with a researcher we focussed
on understanding how people got
involved with the OPG and how they
continued their relationship.
Outcome
A set of artefacts and presentations to
make the organisation understand the
pain points their users face and
opportunities for improvement.
Go-ahead decision to create a new
application.

1/4

Oﬃce of the Public Guardian
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Experience map
Analysing interviews + experience map
I sorted the notes I took during the
interviews on a time axis. This way it
became clear where the most problematic
areas were.
I created an experience map highlighting
the main findings: a sheer endless amount
of paper work and unexpected fees.

Deputyship journey map v0.1
Trigger

Needs

Discover CoP

Apply for deputyship

Getting started w/ OPG

Recurring interactions

40 days at least
Slow declining
mental capacity

Sudden shock:
accident/stroke

Learning
disability

I have to get
access to the
bank account

I have to
manage their
home

The doctor told
me
A charity helped
me
I found out on
Gov.UK

I have to deal
with a large
payout

User

CoP

1 Send in application

2

OPG
1

Acknowledges application £40 0 2
requests informing nearest
3
3
Notifies nearest
4
4
Receives confirmation
deputyship and bond-level
Notifies
5
OPG
Pays bond bond
Deputship granted

?
Anna’s (68)
journey through
deputyship

User
Sends allocation letter
Sends first contact letter

£10 0

User
1 Submit report

£320

2 Host visitor

Places contact phonecall
Sends guidance for
annual report
I appriciate the phone
call and the visit

6
- I can access the
bank, normal life
can go on

COP
01

COP
01A

COP
01B

First
contact
letter

FS
01

FS
02

COP
02

COP
03

COP
04

FS
03

FS
04

FS
05

COP
09

COP
16

COP
24

COP
42

COP
44

COP
EN2

EX16
OA

FAQ

Copy
of
Will

Check
list

FS
06

Apply to end
deputyship

FS
07
OPG
102

OPG
120

Bank
state
ment

Even more!?

Sorting users’ comments
on a time-line

End

I noticed
Mike’s memory
wasn’t so good
anymore

I have to
cancel Sky TV

Showing at what moment
which problems are
experienced

Now what?
So much paper!

Every year the form,
every year £320...

Oﬃce of the Public Guardian
Personas
Personas
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Estella and
Bettie

Tom and
Mabel

Local authority

Lay – elder and spouse

Together with the user researcher I
developed two sets of personas, one lightweight version (as displayed) and also a a
more in-depth version.
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Design concepts
Visits

Annual report and fee

Setting up deputyship

Potential applications to court

Visitor
Tool

System map and wireframes
A high level service maps and a set of
wireframes to explore different
directions.

Deputy
Tool

Accepts visit request

Apply for Court order

OPG
Case
Tool

CoP

Receive notification

Verify Court order
application

Receive deputyship
notification and pay
fee

Accepts or
reschedules call

Send annual report
and pay fee

Send out deputyship
notification + set up
fee

Proposes call day and
time

Verify income claims

ALPHA

Verify income claims

ALPHA

Deputy’s declaration

Your case details
1. Declaration overview

2. Important decisions

3. People contacted

4. Assets

5. Accounts

6. Further details

Case reference number

Step 3 of 6 - Significant people you have contacted

Deputy

Client

Elsa MacDonald

John Smith

Give the name and address of all the significant people you have contacted in your role as Deputy, as well as the
relationship to the client (e.g. Family, Doctor, Social Services, Legal).
I have not contacted any significant others
I have contacted the following significant others:

Period
From 01, November, 2013 to 01, November, 2014

Create new contact

Or

Choose from address book

Section A: Decisions and People
Important decisions
8 decisions logged thusfar

View/ edit details

Full name
Postcode

Significant people contacted
4 people contacted thusfar View/ edit details

Add person contacted

Total worth assets held: £21,000

Bank account(s)
Saldo account 4323521: £1240

Find UK address

Relationship
Addressbook

Section B: Assets and Accounts
Assets

x Add to address book

Reason for contact
Update assets

Update account

Further details

Roger Waters, Doctor

Further details

53 Bow Road, London, E3 4NT, UK
View/ edit details

Last update: 12/12/14

Choose

Create new contact
Add decision

Update details

From address book

Reason for contact

Add more contacts

Add additional contact

High-level wireframes
exploring how the parts
might look and work

Requests a visit

Receives visit report

Verify income claims

Information

211234332

Accepts visit time and
day

Exploring how the various
parts of the service could
work together
Deputy’s declaration
Fees

Dashboard

Verify report and sent
confirmation

Writes conclusions of
visit

Send Court order and
notifty OPG

DWP

Deputy’s declaration

Send out annual fee +
annual report request

Receive confirmation

Proposes visit day
and time

Save and continue

Close

Other projects

Mobile form design workshop

Design History Reading Club

Speaking at UX Brighton

At the Mobile UX 2015 conference I
lead a one and half hour workshop on
designing usable and accessible
mobile forms.

Organised a reading club to read and
discuss design papers from the past 60
years and their influence on our current
work.

Did research, created a presentation,
tested this presentation and delivered it
to an audience of 200 peers

Thank you
Sjors Timmer
sjors@notura.com
http://notura.com
07907 828 658
@sjors

